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Her mission was to save shifters, not to fall in love with one!Her mission was to save shifters, not to fall in love with one!

ValentinaValentina - Sexy, confident and a true warrior. It wasn't that she didn't like Kain Keto. He just annoyed her. The way

he lazily lay around just put her teeth on edge. And she happened to think that freeing enslaved shifters from Herta

was very serious business. 

KainKain - He loved attractive women. Actually, he liked all women of all kinds. And he had the Tinder history to prove

it. He wasn't exactly what one might call picky. But something about this sassy warrior had him captivated.

Underneath her tough exterior, he could see a vulnerability and a softness that definitely made her true mate

material. 

When Valentina falls victim to one of the shifter hunters, will Kain seize his opportunity and be able to save her?

From two different worlds, could there really be a future together or is Kain just deluded in his quest?

This is the book 4 in the " Shifter Fever" Series, This is the book 4 in the " Shifter Fever" Series, but can also be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers. The storybut can also be read as a standalone. No cliffhangers. The story

contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18. FREE on Kindlecontains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers under the age of 18. FREE on Kindle
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